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DEVISING THE WHOLE HEARTED 
 

All of the work presented by Massive Theatre is created from scratch. The cast and directors 
work together to define and make the work, and draw on their own stories and experiences as a 
basis for the work. 
 
So how does devising work, and what are the benefits? 

 Devising offers the freedom to explore style and form and ways of telling the story. 
 Devising allows the freedom to decide on the content. 
 Devising allows the directors the opportunity to see the work as it develops. This is one of 

the most important aspects of the work. 
 Devising is a collaborative process, which focuses on the strengths, insights and creativity of 

the cast. 
 Devising relies enormously on what the cast responds to and brings to the process in terms 

of content. 

 

HOW WE CREATE 
So how does the devising process work?  
 
1. Provocations 
We often ask workshop participants to consider material to bring prior to the first devising 
workshop. We often set provocations e.g. 
 Draw a map of your heart, label the parts 
 Bring a story about love that captures joy or heartbreak. 
 What/Who are you loving right now? 
 Bring a real moment of winning for you, of losing or triumph (you can decide why). 
 
Obviously there are no right or wrong answers. What’s important is what is stimulated by the 
provocations. 
 
2. Sharing, devising, and exploration 
During the early devising phase we apply a structured process to create a piece of theatre. 
The process depends on the focus of the work, but often includes the following steps: 
 Sharing responses to the provocations given 

 Physical and verbal brainstorm of ideas 

 Research and exploration of the most relevant and potent ideas and material 
 Focusing on skills, fitness, and flexibility 

 Identifying themes 
 Watching and observing each other, giving and receiving feedback 
 Using music, song, and movement to explore ideas 
 
The devising process is highly organic and the directors and cast have no idea where their 
work will ultimately take them. The directors’ role is in facilitating and guiding the work with an 
outside eye. Ultimately they make the choices about what stays in and what goes. 
 
The actors’ responsibility is to be bold and free in the work, to be fearless in trying anything that 
is asked of them. Trust and discipline are imperative when devising. 
 
This stage could take 2 weeks. 
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3. Rehearsing the work 
 After the initial devising process, rehearsals begin, devising is still a part of this stage, but the 
focus becomes balancing and shaping the work. By this stage some clear decisions have been 
made about what is in and out, and what themes and ideas have become the point of focus. 
 
At this stage the order of the show is defined, and often committed to paper (it still gets edited 
and updated along the way). 
 
Throughout rehearsals we aim to determine what is most dramatically powerful – refining the 
work to the strongest version. 
 
This stage usually takes around 3 weeks. 
 
We keep working on devising right up to the last minute. There are extensive breaks between 
the initial meeting and research phase, the first devising phase, and the rehearsal phase. This 
time is crucial for allowing the work to ‘sit.’ It allows the cast and the actors to reflect and 
research further if needs be, and to come back to the creative process with ‘fresh’ eyes. Time is 
an important element in the devising process. 
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DEVISING DISCUSSION 
 
Check out the videos of our devising process and rehearsals on Vimeo, then have a go at 
answering or discussing the questions below. 
 
Note: If viewing this PDF on a computer, click the images to be taken to each video. Otherwise, you can 
type in the hyperlink below each image into your web browser. 

 
The Whole Hearted – In Development           The Whole Hearted – 25 years of Massive 

               
https://vimeo.com/148677080                              https://vimeo.com/157104830  
 
 
The Whole Hearted – Opening March 2016 

 
https://vimeo.com/158302585 
 
 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
 
1. What elements and artefacts of the devising process did you see in the rehearsal room? 
2. What moments, dialogue, and movements did you recognise from the show in the rehearsal 

footage? How were they different in rehearsal to the final staged performance? 
3. What types of direction and feedback did you hear being given in the videos? 
4. What did you hear the actors say in the video about their role in the devising process? 

 
 

  

https://vimeo.com/148677080
https://vimeo.com/157104830
https://vimeo.com/158302585
https://vimeo.com/158302585
https://vimeo.com/157104830
https://vimeo.com/158302585
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MEET KURA 
 

Kura Forrester is one of the seven performers bringing the words, actions, and 
message of The Whole Hearted to life. She shared her insights into the rehearsal 
process and her approach to performance. 
 
Tell us more about the character(s) you play. 
I am using a lot of my own personal experiences in order to create my character. The character 
is a version of myself within the pursuit for wholeheartedness. A lot of my through line within the 
show is about searching for love, sometimes in the wrong places, but not giving up and going 
after what I want.  
 
How have you approached your characterisation and performance in The Whole Hearted? 
In Massive Company work we always try to find a good connection with our fellow actor and 
with the audience so when creating a character this is always a good place to start. We ask 
ourselves what is the impulse to speak and where does it come from, this helps to stay alive on 
stage and have a sense of joy and fun within the work. We always work physically and finding 
ways to communicate physically always adds a great layer to any character. 
 
Tell us more about the devising process. What was it like to be a part of? What did you find 
challenging? What did you find joyful? 
I always find it an absolute pleasure to be a part of a devising process in Massive Company. 
There is always a challenge in trusting that through the devising we will make something great, 
sometimes it is a little tricky to see but you must have faith that by working through the layers of 
what and why and sometimes starting again- the outcome will always be richer for having gone 
through this process. I feel very connected and invested in this show because it was devised by 
us. 
 
How do you and the other performers work together to 
feed into and enhance each other’s performances? 
We work as an ensemble on stage for the entire show. We 
feed in to each-others work by listening very closely to 
each piece and letting it effect us. There is never a stop, we 
are constantly listening and moving and going on this 
wholehearted journey together.  
 
What is the central question, theme, or conflict that lies at 
the heart of the work for you? How do you relate to it as a 
performer and as a person? 
One of the central questions within the show is "How is 
your heart being in the world today?" I think it’s a great 
question to ask yourself and as a performer it has been a 
great way to make meaningful theatre that I know will 
impact people deeply and in lots of different ways.  
 
I think it’s important as humans to check in with ourselves 
and constantly be in pursuit of wholeheartedness. To 
celebrate our vulnerability, to be seen and always show up 
in our own lives.  
 
 
  

“I THINK IT IS 
IMPORTANT AS 

HUMANS TO 
CHECK IN WITH 

OURSELVES AND 
CONSTANTLY  
BE IN PURSUIT  

OF WHOLE 
HEARTEDNESS.” 
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THEMES IN THE WHOLE 
HEARTED 
 
The Whole Hearted explores a range of different themes and ideas through 
spoken movement, dialogue, and the world of the performance. Have a go at 
answering the questions about each of the key themes below. You could do this 
on your own, or discuss them with your class. 
 

THE PURSUIT OF LOVE 
 

1. What did the story say about the ways we pursue love? 
 

2. In what ways did you identify with the characters and their pursuit of love? How did it 
relate to your life? 
 

3. What theatre and performance techniques did the actors use to bring this theme to 
life? Give some examples where you think this was most effective. 
 

LIVING WHOLE HEARTEDLY 
 

1. What does living whole heartedly mean to you? 
 

2. How was the idea of living whole heartedly represented on stage? 
 

3. How did the show design (set, costume, and lighting) reflect themes of whole 
heartedness? 
 

USING TECHNOLOGY TO CONNECT 
 

1. What were some of the ways that technology was spoken about and represented in 
the performance? 
 

2. Do you think technology helps you to connect with others in a meaningful way? 
Why? 
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DESIGNING THE WHOLE 
HEARTED 
 

Christine Urqhart designed the costumes and set for The Whole Hearted. She shared 
her inspirations and approach for creating the visual world of The Whole Hearted. 
 
How would you describe the aesthetic of the set? 
The space is a non-real space in the way that a dance show is. It's very much a world making 
design that 'breaths' with the performers - fluxes with the light and sound - with the movement 
and spoken word of the performers.  
 
With such an evolving and devised process I thought about the all-encompassing idea of 'the 
Whole Hearted space' and how the performers would inhabit it. Layers was a key word both 
metaphysically; the underlying idea of Wholehearted existing at all time and in all space, and 
physically; the circular floor piece is like the primordial waters, the gauze with a splash of gold is 
the pure expression of being wholehearted and almost like floating clouds, and the boxes are 
like layers of strata in rocks.  
 
What materials have you used, and what does it say about the world of the show/the story? 
I stayed away from anything synthetic looking and looked instead for tangible and textured 
materials with a warmth and story to them. The gauze is effective at bringing performers in and 
out of focus and the idea of the ensemble always being on stage but not always present. The 
shadows it creates across the stage - the idea of it representing the pure idea of being whole 
hearted creates a beautiful visual analogy. I really wanted the floor piece to be a subtle hotspot 
for the performers that can hold but also release them in and out of its boundaries, like a gentle 
positive and negative space relationship.  
 
The boxes represent their hearts and in their original form are naked skeletons of steel. As the 
devising process came along I wrapped string and elastic around them based on the 
performer’s interaction with them. By adding this layer of 'Wholehearted' the boxes gain life and 
form. They have a great solid yet fluid feel to them and with different panels covered on each it 
adds a geometric element to the design. They remind me of that scene in 'Interstellar' where the 
character is trapped in quantum limbo - the space around him is perpetually stretched out into 
layers vertically and horizontally.  
 
What was the design process you followed for this show? How did the casts devising process 
inform your own work? 
Be in the room! I had an initial design idea, but the knowledge I have of the show, the way the 
directors and performers are working, really helped me to be in tune with the world I could 
create for them. It also meant that when it evolves from A to B to Z I can make changes that are 
organic.  
 
There are of course performance pieces and raw devising which didn't make it in to the final 
show, but seeing them has informed my design no end. You have to trust each other in a 
process like this. I also love to give design provocations to the cast to help them feel a 
connection with the design. I made smaller versions of their 'heart boxes' and brought in 
colours and materials I was thinking of using in the design, and got them to 'decorate their own 
heart' and then explain to me their choices and what language they think the materials can 
speak visually, how it can tell their story. You can see them in the foyers of the show. Try and 
guess who's is who's!  
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How do objects and set pieces get used/moved in the space to progress story?  
The gauze is always fluxing with the lighting, and really helps to punctuate the stories as they 
unfold. The most important scenic element is the boxes of course, each performer had their own 
and interacts with them according to their piece. They can appear both heavy and light, there 
are elastic panels they can push their hands and bodies through, they are both practical and 
poetic. In some pieces their hearts get interacted with by other characters.  
 
The idea of 'the heart' as physical thing is a powerful tool - they are mute with a splash of red 
string connecting to the performers costumes. 
 
How would you describe the aesthetic of the costumes? 
I really wanted there to be a connection visually with the costumes, the set, and the heart boxes - 
the idea of them being as one but then fleeting out and separating adds to the fluxes of the set, 
lighting, and sound.  
 
A continuation of layers and textures led me to 
crocheting the vests. I really loved them being 
handmade so they appeared like rocks 
themselves but a softer and more figurative 
version of the boxes. The tops are grey marl and 
the bottoms pure dyed cotton, very earthy tones, 
which means the gold leafing - connecting to the 
pure idea of being wholehearted - and the red 
string - connecting their hearts to the boxes - adds 
to the visual language of the work. 
 
What was your approach to the costume design for this show? 
Movement and comfort in such a physical piece is of course important. Using dyed pure cotton 
and wool created the aesthetic I wanted but also hit those practical needs for the show - 
wearable and breathable. They had to wear shoes because of their physicality and kneepads 
under their trousers - so the harem style shape hides that and is also a nice moving style of 
trouser and timeless silhouette. 
 
I was really picky with colour, shape and texture to present the performers in costume that 
showed them as inhabitants of the world of the Wholehearted, I wanted the costumes to look 
worn in and like they'd been around forever, like they held a story within them.  
 
Where do you draw your inspiration from?  
The gold comes from the Japanese 'Kintsugi' which is repair of broken pottery with gold, the 
idea of something becoming more beautiful from being broken was part of the devising 
process and was a strong influence on the design. The pure expressive splash of paint versus 
the geometric shapes in the design are me trying to show the different states and explanations 
of 'being Wholehearted'. There is no one size fits all in such an expansive subject - in early 
devising there were stories of love in being Wholehearted but also a character of a heart 
surgeon who explained scientifically what being Wholehearted is.  
 
I was also influenced by the Bauhaus dances and the relationship between human forms and 
geometric shapes, as well as installations by Chiharu Shiota ('Dialogue from DNA'), Kate 
McIntosh ('Worktable'), Paulo Goldstein ('Repair Is Beautiful'), Jan Vormann ('Dispatchwork'), 
Anish Kapoor ('Descension') the Museum of Broken Relationships. 

  

“THE IDEA OF THE 
HEART AS A 

PHYSICAL THING IS A 
POWERFUL TOOL.” 
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“THE IDEA OF 
SOMETHING BECOMING 
MORE BEAUTIFUL FROM 
BEING BROKEN WAS A 

STRONG INFLUENCE ON 
THE DESIGN.” 

“I WAS INFLUENCED BY 
CHIHARU SHIOTA’S 

INSTALLATION 
‘DIALOGUE FROM DNA’.” 

(pictured left) 
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DIRECTING THE WHOLE HEARTED 
 

Scott Cotter and Sam Scott co-directed The Whole Hearted – working together to 
shape the work from the beginning of devising, through rehearsals, to the final 
performance on stage. Scott shared more about the process him and Sam followed, 
and the theatre conventions and ideas underpinning their work. 
 

Tell us more about the devising process for The Whole Hearted? 

The wholehearted seedling started from a collected source of chosen provocations and 

inspiration from Brene Brown’s Ted talk ‘The Courage of Vulnerability’, from that the cast 

sourced all influences around this mystery of ‘the wholehearted’ and any inspirations and 

recorded tangents that they felt they were lead to. From there we gathered questions that we 

felt would investigate these themes more to interview people from all ages with.  

 

By gathering, sourcing, discovering, and collecting all these responses, answers, thoughts and 

raw material, we found and breathed life into that to create the basis of what this show is about - 

The Pursuit of living wholeheartedly. 

 

The devising process is always a great thriving environment. 

The cast and crew have really lived curiously with courage in 

discovering and the exploring of what the essence of how the 

pursuit of being wholehearted looks, feels, sounds, listens, 

dances, moves, sings, laughs all these expressions of life seen 

and experienced in front of you on this stage. 

 

In what time and place is The Whole-hearted set? How have 

you used theatre conventions to portray that? 

It’s a non-space. It exists in anytime. It can be now, it can be 

later, it’s a space where you can dream in and around. Pretty 

much like a dance show the set and dance does not have a 

specific time and place. 

 

What has been your overall vision for the work? What do you 

hope audiences get out of their experience in the theatre? 

The overall vision is to create a heartfelt, authentic piece of 

theatre that celebrates the pursuit and the beautiful struggle 

that is life. I hope that this work lets the audience view  

themselves and brings them hope and clarity for what they want  

to do with this life. 

“THE VISION IS 
TO CREATE A 

HEARTFELT, 
AUTHENTIC 

PIECE OF 
THEATRE THAT 

CELEBRATES 
THE PURSUIT 

AND BEAUTIFUL 
STRUGGLE 

THAT IS LIFE.” 
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DRAMA CONVENTIONS 

 
One of the key aspects of Massive Company’s work is the use of a wide range of drama 
conventions. Think about the performance you saw of The Whole Hearted. See if you 
can remember instances of the following conventions. 
 

Repetition   Motifs    Chorus of movement  Chorus of voice 
 

Slow motion   Soundscape   Spoken thoughts   Direct address   
 

Narration  Flashback/flash‐forward  Mimed action  Multiple roles  Actor as an object 
 
 

TIME 

1. When in time is the play set? How do you know?  
2. Does the play have a timeframe over which the action takes place? What is it? How can you 

tell? 
3. Is time all that important in this production? 
 
 

SPACE 
1. How did the actors occupy and use the physical space of the stage? 
2. Were the entrances and exits used? Why do you think? 
 
 

ACTION 
1. How would you describe the pace of the show?  
2. How do you as an audience keep pace with these changes? 
3. Is it clear when one piece of action segues into another? 
4. What techniques/conventions are used to facilitate changes in action? 
 
 

ROLE 

1. What are some of the characters played in the performance? 
2. How do the actors signify these other characters to the audience (eg. physically, with props 

or costumes, lighting changes, vocal quality) 
 

TENSION AND CONFLICT 
1. As a piece of non‐linear theatre there is no traditional overriding dramatic arch. How is 

dramatic tension created and sustained? 
2. What moments of tension stood out for you and why? 
3. Which moments of conflict between characters stood out for you? 
4. How is conflict created without a dramatic arch or a linear narrative? 
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DEVISING EXERCISE: THE STEW 
 

Massive uses a range of methods and techniques in devising work. Below is an example of one 
method - The Stew, which you might like to try as a class. You would need to run it over five or 
six periods. 
 
The Stew works with a piece of text each student has written based on a given provocation. It is 
a great way of using physicality to explore text. This is work done by the students prior to the 
devising work. 
 
1 Provocation 
Write a short piece of text involving a moment or time when you experienced: 

 Winning 
 Losing 
 Change 
 
These are just examples of provocations – as a class you could decide on a different theme for 
your work. It can help to have a piece of text as an example or to draw from a play you have 
recently watched. 
 
While you are working specifically from the material you have written, feel free to 
change your focus if you discover something else you want to pursue within the theme. The 
work may have a collective focus using all or some of the material. Or it may have a particular 
focus using only one piece of text. This choice is up to each group. 
 
2 Busting up the text 
Each student reads his/her text and picks out key words or phrases. The whole class lists these 
words on the wall under titles (eg. Winning, Losing, Change) 
 
3 The physical ingredients 
Next we put the text aside and introduce the physical ingredients of the stew which will 
ultimately combine to explore the text. 
 
On the floor, move through the space (this work is usually accompanied by music). You have 
only the following options: 
 Walking 

 Running 
 Fixed point (freezing the action but staying alive) 

 Fixed point, halfway to the ground 
 
You may now also move as: 

 Lines 
 Dots (individually) 

 Clumps 
 
Explore making shapes that suggest all the ways of: 
 Winning 

 Losing 
 Changing 
 
You can steal ideas from others. Continue exploring, don’t stop. Choose and remember some 
shapes you liked. 
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4 Physical Motifs 
Students choose a key word or phrase from the earlier lists. It may or may not be one of their 
own. 
 
Turn that word/phrase into a physical phrase or motif. Always work from the real. 
 
5 Combining the ingredients 
Carry out this next step with music playing. You’ll need to split into two groups - with half the 
students creating, and the others observing (they’ll get a chance to swap over). 
 
a) Students fill the space using any or all of the following ingredients 

 Walking 
 Running 
 Stopping 
 Fixed point 
 Lines/dots/clumps 

 Motifs/phrases created earlier 
 
b) They may also add into the mix any or all of the following ingredients: 
 Repetition 
 Different speeds 
 Different sizes 

 Different surfaces 
 
c) Those watching feedback and then repeat the process swapping observers and performers 
 
6 Creating a stew with the text (with music) 
This step can be carried out in smaller group of performers, maybe five or six. 
 
a) One student reads his/her text. 

 
b) The other four/five fill the space and respond using all of the ingredients from earlier. 

Students can also respond physically to the text in any way they feel is appropriate. 
 

c) Repeat with the next student reading their text. 
 

7 Sharing texts 
This activity is best done with groups of four or five.  
 
a) Participants each read their text to the group. 

 
b) The group brainstorms the texts as before. As a group they select the material they like. 

 
c) The group uses the stew to create their new piece. The group should edit freely through the 

work. 
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